BAFTA ROCLIFFE FORUM LIST – TV DRAMA 2016
This BAFTA Rocliffe Forum List spotlights the projects from our TV Drama 2016 script call
which have received a minimum of four recommendations from our Panel and Jury of
industry executives.
The Forum List gives agents, producers, industry executives and directors an opportunity to
discover new writing talent. To contact any of the writers listed below, simply email us at
office [at] rocliffe dot com with your details and we will connect you.
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Ian Masters

Indo China, 1936: on vacation to the East
after Modern Times, Charlie Chaplin finally
finds his voice when his tentative new
project, Colonial Subjects, fuels anticolonial protests led by his number one
Cambodian fan.

Simon Davies

An astronaut plagued by nightmarish
visions and a scientist fleeing his past
compete in a race against time that could
save or doom our species.

Andreas Hadjivassiliou

Rather than imprisonment, criminals are
tattooed then exiled from overpopulated
cities and must fend for themselves in the
wilderness.

Wally Jiagoo

With her father in a coma, a transgender
Muslim woman returns to Bradford to run
his business while concealing her true
identity from her family.

Ryan J. Brown

Inspired by true events. A female
detective, a gay activist and a Drag
Queen unite to stop a serial killer in 1970’s
San Francisco.

BAFTA ROCLIFFE FORUM LIST – COMEDY 2016
This BAFTA Rocliffe Forum List spotlights projects from our Comedy 2016 script call
recommended by our Panel and Jury of industry executives.
The Forum List gives agents, producers, industry executives and directors an opportunity to
discover new writing talent. To contact any of the writers listed below, simply email us at
office [at] rocliffe dot com with your details and we will connect you.
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FRENEMIES

Paul Wilson

No break-up is easy. But if two people
can make each other unhappy when
they’re together, imagine the pain they
can inflict when they’re apart....

GALGOROTH

Alex Harvey

Parodic animated comedy series,
spoofing ‘80s sci-fi / fantasy cartoons,
coupling puerile humour with epic
story- lines and satire: South Park meets
He-man.

HELP

Sally Tatum & David
Brain

HELP is the story of what happens when
your best friend becomes your nanny.

LOVE YOU JEFF

Dominique Reid

Following her husband Jeff's death,
mother of three Karen tries to get her
family's life back on track; tackling
nemesis Genevieve, her mother-in-law
and workplace antics.

POKE THE BEAR

Adam Lavis

Four friends frustrated with their selfconsciously cool city run a blog called,
Angry Bear, providing ‘bad publicity’
for self-proclaimed trendy hotspots.

THE FLOP

Shaun Kitchener
Agent: Curtis Brown

A penniless ex-popstar swaps the
London lifestyle for her parents’ house
in suburban Derbyshire; reuniting with
everyone she alienated on her way to
the top.

BAFTA ROCLIFFE FORUM LIST – CHILDREN 2016
FORUM LIST
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Ana’s Holiday

Diane Taylor-Karrer

A young Jewish girl, in London via the
last Kindertransport from Berlin, defies
adversity by embarking on a mission to
be reunited with her mother.

DARKE TIMES

Katie Lee and Alex
Milway

When a young maid accidentally lands
a job as a ghost hunter’s assistant, she’s
thrown into a world of high society,
mischievous spirits, and sinister crimes.

MIRROR WORLDS

Ben Weiner

After opening and travelling through a
gateway between worlds, mother and
son team, Penny and Albie navigate
the fantastical Mirror Worlds trying to
get back home.

NOT BAD BETH

Robert Frimstone

Beth Bones is pure of heart and loves to
spread joy and happiness. There’s just
one problem – everybody else in her
town is evil.

THE FIFTH
DIMENSION

Stephen Sunderland

Youngsters mastering time travel
through DIY TV get stranded with the
inventor of a 1950s fantasy show
wanting to alter the future – their
present….

THE UNDEAD
DETECTIVES
AGENCY

Andy Gilchrist

Lost soul, Malcolm, joins forces with a
motley crew of undead detectives to
solve the mystery of his own death.

BAFTA ROCLIFFE FORUM LIST – FILM 2016
FORUM LIST
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DEATH IS NOTHING
TO US

Zu Quirke

In a near-future Britain where death is a
pre-booked appointment, a young
woman is determined to protect her
family.

NATION OF LAWS

Sam Sussman and
David Leon

After his son is shot dead by police, a
black father battles for the truth against
a white police chief with everything to
lose

THE COLOUR
ROOM

Claire Peate

A working class paintress rejects friends,
family and a life of her own to pursue
her career and the impossible love of a
married man.

WEAVER

Claire Nicol

Weaver embarks on a perilous quest to
find her estranged, kidnapped
daughter. But wilful Prudie has other
ideas. Will mother and daughter ever
be reconciled?

